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Serbia is a country in the southeastern Europe, located in the 
heart of the Balkan Peninsula, where a vast majority of its 7 
million citizens are Serbs, and the rest belong to any of the 40 
different national communities. Being a country of hospitable, 
emotional and joyful people, who possess a sense for 
sportsmanship, extraordinary traditions, and a huge cultural 
heritage that enriches the entire European culture, Serbia is one 
of those marks on a map of the world you need to discover and 
experience. On this page you can find basic, useful information 
about Serbia, its history, culture, tradition, famous citizens, 
Serbian sport, Serbian cuisine, as well as many interesting facts 
from the past and present of this remarkable country on 
Balkan. 
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How to get there? 
 
By plane 
The main airport of Serbia is the Belgrade 
Nikola Tesla Airport located 18km from 
downtown Belgrade. Major European airlines fly 
to Belgrade.  
From the airport, you can easily reach the center 
of Belgrade. 
By train 
Several international trains (day and night) 
connect Belgrade with Austria, Hungary, 
Slovenia, Croatia, Montenegro, Macedonia, 
Romania and Bulgaria.  
There's no train connection from Greece.	  
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What to do ın Serbıa?	  
Attractions in Serbia today inquisitive tourist with mountains, 
well-preserved monasteries rich fields planted with vineyards and 
historic monuments of past uprisings. Nightlife in Belgrade is not 
negligible, and the summer tourist season is from May to 
September and winter from November to March. 
Casually charming nightlife of Belgrade and plains covered with 
soothing vineyards and monasteries, mountains, guarding the 
historic uprisings and heroic resistance, inquisitive tourist will 
discover intr iguing things in today's Serbia. Most 
visited attractions in Serbia are: Belgrade fortress - built by the 
Turks in their present form since 1760 and called Kalemegdan. 
Belgrade itself is one of the oldest cities among attractions in 
Europe the first written records are from Roman times when it 
was a military camp of the first century BC. 
The capital of Serbia is repeatedly destroyed completely, although 
the current appearance of the city is modern and dynamic. Tara 
National Park - Located in western Serbia, an area of   19.200 
hectares. 
Several rivers run through the park and is ideal for water tourism. 
Boating and rafting on the rapids is a real challenge for lovers of 
extreme water sports 
 
Ø   Belgrade - The old capital of Yugoslavia, discover the city's 

Ottoman, Roman and most recent Communist history 
Ø   Rakia distillery, Banjina Basta - See how the locals 

manufacture their traditional fruit brandy, Rakia 
Ø   Tara National Park - A chance to explore Serbia's most wild 

and beautiful national park 
Ø   Sargan 8 Railway - Ride the old, narrow-gauge railway 

through the mountains 
Ø   Uvac Special Nature Reserve - Griffon vulture spotting in 

Uvac Canyon and a trip into Usac Cave 
Ø   Topola - Visit Saint George's Church, the Karadjordjevic 

family Mausoleum and the House of King Peter 
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Kalemegdan Cıtadel 
Some 115 battles have been fought over imposing, impressive Kalemegdan; the citadel was destroyed more than 40 times throughout the 
centuries. Fortifications began in Celtic times, and the Romans extended it onto the flood plains during the settlement of 'Singidunum', 
Belgrade's Roman name. Much of what stands today is the product of 18th-century Austro-Hungarian and Turkish reconstructions. The fort's 
bloody history, discernible despite today's plethora of jolly cafes and funfairs, only makes Kalemegdan all the more fascinating. 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Novı Sad 
Novi Sad, the city has been the space of diverse and rich cultural heritage of  many nations living, is a chipper town with all the spoils and none of 
the stress of the big smoke. Locals sprawl in pretty parks and outdoor cafes, and laneway bars pack out nightly. The looming Petrovaradin 
Citadel keeps a stern eye on proceedings, loosening its tie each July to host Serbia's largest music festival. You can walk to all of Novi Sad's 
attractions from the happening pedestrian thoroughfare, Zmaj Jovina, which stretches from the town square to Dunavska street. 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Smederevo Fortress 
Smederevo Fortress is a huge, 25-tower fort constructed between 1427 and 1430. Once the temporary capital of Serbia, and one of the largest city-
fortresses in Europe, it hosts a theatre festival each August and is home to the lovingly maintained Smederevo Museum. Guided tours in English 
(1000DIN) can be arranged through the Smederevo Information Centre. 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Studenıca Monastery 
One of Serbia's most sacred sites, Unesco-listed Studenica was established in the 1190s by the founder of the Serbian empire (and future saint) 
Stefan Nemanja and developed by his sons Vukan, Stefan and Rastko (St Sava). Two well-preserved churches lie within the monastery's impressive 
white-marble walls. Bogorodičina Crkva (Church of Our Lady), a royal funeral church, contains Stefan's tomb. Smaller Kraljeva Crkva (King's 
Church) houses the acclaimed Birth of the Virgin fresco and other masterpieces. 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Petrovaradın Cıtadel 
Petrovaradin Fortress, a fortress in the town of Petrovaradin, itself part of the City of Novi Sad. It is located on the right bank of 
the Danube river. The cornerstone of the present-day southern part of the fortress was laid on 18 October 1692 by Charles Eugene de Croy 
Petrovaradin Fortress has many underground tunnels as well as 16 km of uncollapsed underground countermine system. 
 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Sremskı Karlovcı 
Sremski Karlovci is a city of vineyards whose authorities of various ethnicities changed hands many a time during its history. But that made this 
town even richer in its culture. All the ethnicities that moved in left the mark of their traditions forever weaving it in multicultural riches of 
Sremski Karlovci. 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Subotıca Sınagoge 
A major cultural center in Vojvodina and one of the most beautiful cities in Serbia, Subotica was even the capital of a fairy-tale-like empire in 
the 16th century. Subotica isn’t only a beautiful city with the one of the most beautiful lakes in Serbia – Palic, or host of the European Film 
Festival, Inter Ethno Festival or Wine Harvest Days. 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Fantast Castle 
The castle is surrounded by vast French-English park, the famous horse stud farm and a church dedicated to St.Georgij, whose iconostasis, 
which has a great artistic value, was done by Uros Predic, Bogdan’s close friend 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Sremska Mıtrovıca (Sırmıum) 
One of the four Roman Empire capitals in the 4th century BC, place of birth and residential premises of ten Roman emperors. At the center 
of town there are the remains of the ancient city of Sirmium, the remains of the palace of Marcus Aurelius. 	  

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Devıl’s Town 
Devil’s Town, Djavolja Varoš consists of two rare phenomena: attractive stone formations created by erosion and two springs of extremely 
acid water with high mineral content. 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Tara Mountaın 
Mount Tara with endless evergreen and deciduous forests, lush pastures and vast meadows is one of the most beautiful corners of Serbia.  
Untouched nature, skiing resorts and archaeological sites are the leading attributes of Tara, a mountain known for its diversity of flora and 
fauna. 
 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Rıver Uvac 
Compound of unreal meanders that nature carved in a miraculous way, and the most beautiful color of crystal clear waters of Uvac Lake, will 
quickly introduce you to the magic of this special reservation. Forget about all of your problems, hear the sounds of nature and enjoy the 
unspoiled natural wealth. 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Resevska Pecına 
The Resavska Pećina cave is in eastern Serbia, in the region of Gornja Resava, 20 km from the town of Despotovac. It is set into the 
limestone hill of Babina Glava on the fringes of the Divljakovac karst polje, its entrance at 485 m above sea-level. It is one of the oldest caves 
in Serbia, some 80 million years old, with some of the older formations dating back around 45 million years. 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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The Museum of Yugoslavıa  
Previously the Museum of Yugoslav History during the previous decades make it an unique and truly special cultural institution. The Museum of 
Yugoslavia Belgrade provides visitors outstanding opportunity to learn more about the culture and history of Yugoslavia, President Tito and peoples 
of Yugoslavia. 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Nicola Tesla Museum 
Meet the man on the 100DIN note at one of Belgrade's best museums, where you can release your inner nerd with some wondrously sci-fi-ish 
interactive elements. Tesla's ashes are kept here in a glowing, golden orb: debate has been raging for years between the museum (and its secular 
supporters) and the church as to whether the remains should be moved to Sveti Sava Temple. 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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New Cemetery 
An oasis of calm in the midst of the noisy Zvezdara neighbourhood, the New Cemetery is an open-air museum easily reachable from the city centre. 
Early mornings are ideal for self-guided tours through the Alley of the Greats and the Alley of Distinguished Citizens, where you can exercise your 
Cyrillic reading skills to find the tombstone of the only Serbian winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature, Ivo Andrić.  

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Orthodox Cathedral 
Dedicated to Archangel Michael, this cathedral was constructed between 1837 and 1841 on the site of an earlier 18th-century church; it’s opposite 
the Museum of the Serbian Orthodox Church. Built mainly in classicist style, it has a baroque tower and an impressive Romanticist iconostasis. 
Inside the crypt are the tombs of Prince Miloš and his son Prince Mihailo, while great 19th-century Serbian scholars, Vuk Stefanović Karadžić and 
Dositej Obradović, are buried in the church’s graveyard. 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Bac Fortress 
For a concentrated hit of Vojvodina’s history, head to Bač, 65km west of Novi Sad. The town’s star attraction is its glorious, partially ruined fortress. 
Records indicate it was first built in AD 873, before being annexed, renovated and destroyed repeatedly by various empires until the 18th century. 

Major Attractıons ın Serbıa	  
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Serbıan Cuısıne 
	  
Burek is the “Balkan McDonalds” 
because of its popularity, and is very 
delicious. It is made with many 
different fillings including cheese, 
apple, spinach, cherry and meat. It is 
not a healthy option, however, as it is 
very oily. The best time to eat Burek is 
in the morning, as it may be sold out by 
the afternoon. Other popular dishes: 
Pecenje (roast pork), Paprikas (stew 
with paprika and chicken), Punjene 
Paprike (stuffed peppers), Pasulj (beans 
cooked with paprika and onion, a 
national speciality), riblja cobra (fish 
soup using freshwater catch), ajvar (red 
pepper freshly roasted as a cream). For 
drink options, Rakija is a terrific brandy 
that comes in many different flavours, 
such as pear, plum and apricot. Some 
prestigious brands of rakija can be very 
expensive. Slivovitza is the most 
common type of Rakija and is the 
national brandy of Serbia. The tap 
water is safe to drink and most of the 
time is good quality. The water may 
appear cloudy due to air bubbles, but it 
is still safe to drink. There are also 
many fountains and springs with 
excellent drinking water. 


